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Somewhat surprisingly, we were not able to find any genetic variants 
that confidently could be linked to high fertility, measured as high twin 
frequency, in the selected flocks of sheep. If any of the known genetic 
high-fertility variants had been present in higher frequency in the high-
fertility groups, it should have been detected. We will underline that 
these results do not exclude that genetic factors are involved in fertility. 

Based on the present results, there are three alternative (partly non-
excluding) hypotheses for future work on high fertility in Faroese sheep:
(i) There is a single unknown genetic variant, unlinked with any of the 
~50000 SNPs investigated in this work, that is associated with high 
fertility. We consider this the most unlikely possibility.
(ii) There are several genetic variants that each contribute with a minor 
part of the high-fertility trait. There are many heritable traits that have 
this property, like height of humans and diseases like diabetes and
heart and coronary diseases.
(iii) Non-genetic factors like quality of grazing land, supplemental feeding 
and shelter during the winter, could be the major reasons for differences
in the lambing yield. According to our present information, this can only
partly explain the differences in fertility between the flocks. 

Sheep are an inherent part of Faroese culture. Despite being around
70000 sheep (before lambing) in the Faroe Islands, few farmers earn
enough from their sheep to have this as their only occupation. It is 
important to optimise available resources, and at the same time take 
care of the Faroese nature. The high number of sheep grazing in the 
outfields (mountains) most of the year causes overgrazing and make 
the nature more susceptible for erosion. Also biodiversity may be 
affected by the high grazing pressure.

The number of winter-fed sheep can be lowered by increasing the
fraction of sheep that give birth to twins (triplets and higher are rare).
In several sheep breeds, high fertility is linked to specific genetic 
variants in certain genes (1,2). For example, high fertility in Icelandic 
sheep is linked to a specific heterozygotic variant of the GDF9 gene 
(S427R; sometimes called the Thoka variant), which in the homozygotic 
variant brings sterility (3). However, other variants in the GDF9 gene do 
not have this unfortunate homozygotic effect, e.g., in Norwegian white 
sheep (4). In other sheep breeds, several variants in the BMPR1B, 
BMP15, B4GALNT2 and LEPR genes have been linked to high fertility 
(1,2). Also other genes have been linked to high fertility (2,5), although 
with less strong evidence.

Although there is no systematic overview over Faroese sheep and 
their fertility, we anecdotally know that there are farmers that have 
higher and lower fertility in their sheep flocks, and those farmers that 
have bred the animals for high fertility, also have a higher number of
lambs per ewe. We wanted to investigate whether the high fertility had
a genetic basis, and whether a known high-fertility genetic variant was 
involved.   
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Materials and Methods
Animals and blood samples
Four flocks of sheep were selected. Geographically, the sheep belonged
to Kollafjørður (Búnaðarstovan), Vestmanna (Barmanar), Skála
(Skálabotnur) and Kalsoy (Mikladalur and Djupadalur). The sheep were 
scanned by ultrasound to determine the number of foetuses, and blood 
samples were taken by a veterinary. Samples were taken from 486 
ewes. Characteristics of the animals are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1.

DNA was isolated from the blood by standard methods using the
DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen). Sufficient amount of DNA with
sufficient purity was achieved from 368 animals.

PCR and dideoxy-sequencing
DNA samples from 16 animals (9 being high-fertility animals as 
documented by a history of twin births; 7 being low-fertility animals) 
were selected for direct sequencing of selected areas of genes linked 
to high fertility. PCR was done with high-fidelity polymerase kit (Pfu) 
using selected primers, and the PCR products were sequenced using 
BigDye v3.1 dideoxy sequencing kit. The sequencing products were run 
on an ABI 3730xl genetic analyser. The resulting electropherograms 
were analysed in the MEGA 7.0 software.

Genotyping array
DNA samples (400-500 ng per sample) from 362 animals were sent to
NeoGen, Scotland, for genotyping using the GeneSeek Genetic Profiler
Ovine 50K chip containing 51646 SNPs. The resulting data were 
analysed with the Genome-wide Complex Trait Analysis (GCTA) 
software (6). After quality control of the results, 49925 SNPs and 359 
animals were used in the final analyses.
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Results
The number of twin foetuses was clearly highest in the flock were the
farmer intentionally had selected for high fertility (Table 1).

DNA sequencing
None of the known genetic variants linked with high fertility were found
in the present animals. However, three other variants were found, but
none of them could be associated with high fertility. Two of the variants
were at positions 750 and 753 in the BMPR1B gene (Fig. 2), but would not
cause any change in the encoded amino acids. The third variant was a 
three nucleotide indel in exon 1 of the BMP15 gene. By database 
searches we found that this variant had previously been detected in 
some foreign sheep breeds. All variants detected in this work were 
found in both low- and high-fertility animals, and could thus not be 
associated with the high-fertility trait.

Characteristics of the animals

Fig. 1. Age of ewes versus the percentages of animals with 0, 1, or 2
foetuses as determined by ultrasound scanning. 

Table 1. Overview of the number of ewes in the four flocks and the 
number of animals with 0, 1 or 2 foetuses. The lower row shows the 
percentage of ewes with two foetuses in the four flocks.

Fig. 2. Two novel variants in the BMPR1B gene in positions 750 and 753
(red arrows). A. The reference sequence (G750 and A753) were found in
some animals. B. Some animals were homozygotic for both variants 
(A750 and G753). C. Some animals were heterozygotic for both variants
(showing both A and G in both positions). Note that a known fertility 
variant ("Booroola") is found in position 746 (blue arrows), but all 
investigated Faroese animals had the normal variant (A) in this position.
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Genotyping
The genotyped animals were first analysed for general relatedness (i.e., 
finding the genetic distance between individuals), using multidimensional
scaling. The animals clearly separated into three clusters (Fig. 3), 
corresponding to their geographical location. Although a clustering was 
anticipated, the pattern was more evident than expected. It is highly likely
that a main reason behind the clustering is the prohibition of transport 
of animals between the different islands. 

Barmanar

Búnaðarstovan

Skála

Kalsoy

Fig. 3. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot based on 49925 SNPs in 359 
Faroese sheep from four farms. Each spot represents one animal, with
colouring according to the farm of origin.

Genome-wide association study
It was subsequently analysed whether any SNPs were more common 
in the high-fertility animals. If one SNP is found statistically associated 
with high fertility, it is also likely that the adjacent SNPs will have the 
same linkage although with poorer statistics (due to the phenomenon
known as "haplotypes"). When the SNPs are plotted along the chromo-
somes in a so-called Manhattan plot, the SNPs in the area that is 
associated with the linked property will form a "skyscraper" (hence the
name of the plot). However, no "skyscraper" was evident in this analysis
whether we included all animals (Fig. 4) or analysed each farm 
separately (not shown). The few single SNPs that showed high statistical
significance did not have adjacent SNPs with similar significances, and 
none of them were among the known high-fertility variants or located in
the known high-fertility genes. Additionally, when each farm was 
analysed independently, none of any pair of farms showed the same SNPs
being associated with high fertility. Thus, it is likely that the few high-
significance SNPs are just random hits.

Fig. 4. Manhattan plot showing the distribution of investigated SNPs
along the sheep chromosomes (numbered 1 to 27 along the X-axis)
versus the Bonferroni-corrected p-values for each SNP expressed as
-log10(p). The dot above the red line (in chromosome 3) is statistically 
significant, but there are no adjacent SNPs that show a similarly high 
significance, thereby decreasing the likelihood. Additionally, the high 
significance is due to the results from a single flock of animals (Skála),
and is thereby not extendible to the remaining animals. 

Discussion


